
CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

 This chapter provides the research findings that cover the answers of all 

the research questions as stated in the chapter I. The process of analysis and 

discussion of each problem are based on the steps as mentioned in the chapter 

before. Here the overall written data are explained briefly from six situations of 

Discourse Completion Tasks from two groups of participants including Native 

Javanese and Javanese EFL Learners. 

A. Data Analysis  

 This section presents the analysis of the data of research questions as 

stated in the first chapter. 

1. The Act of Criticism Uttered by Javanese EFL Learners (JEL) 

The first and the second of research questions that should be 

investigated are about the act of criticism used by the Native Javanese 

(NJ) and the Javanese EFL Learners. The first step of all is concerning on 

the investigation of the act of criticism uttered by JEL. 

a. The Act of Criticizing by JEL for Close in Familiarity (Higher, 

Equal, Lower) 

There are two general classifications in the use of criticizing ; 

the first one is from the closeness  or familiarity (close and 

unfamiliar) and the second is from the position in relationship 
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(higher, equal, and lower). The classification below is sorted based 

on the types of the situations, they are DCT 1, DCT 2, until DCT 6. 

1) Situation One/ DCT 1 (Close-Equal) 

The situation of DCT 1 is for equal in familiarity and 

close in relationship with the role of speakers and hearers are 

students. The hearer wants the speaker to check his/her essay. 

Here the speaker found that the essay is not good or   perfect at 

all. Here the participants (the speaker) convey their criticism 

about the essay to the hearer. For this situation, they use several 

types of criticism strategies including direct and indirect 

criticism. 

a) Direct Criticism 

The use of direct criticism by speaker still varied and 

fall into three categories, they are negative evaluation, 

statement of problem, and statement of difficulty. 

(1) Dewi, I think that your essay isn't good yet. You should 

edit the words in the several paragraphs. (DCT 1/JEL/B) 

(2) Not bad, but I think you need to revise it again. (DCT 

1/JEL/N) 

This expression shows that giving negative evaluation 

is a right way in giving evaluation toward an imperfect essay. 

Most of respondents of this study use this strategy in this 
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situation as they are equal in age and close in familiarity so 

there is no hesitation in giving evaluation frankly.  As stated 

by Nguyen (2008:47) that giving negative evaluation is 

including all of the utterance that usually expressed via 

evaluative adjectives with negative meaning or evaluative 

adjective with positive meaning plus negation; so the second 

sentence above also included in this category, because the 

speaker giving evaluation with positive meaning but entailed 

negation there. 

(3) Your essay is good but this part needs revised. (DCT 

1/JEL/T) 

A little bit different with the second sentence, this 

sentence also uses an evaluative adjective in front of the 

sentence, but it is followed by the statement of the problem 

made by the hearer. The use of determiner “this” means that 

the speaker is pointing at a certain part of the essay that 

should be revised by the hearer.  

(4) I think your essay is little bit annoying. I don't really 
understand the point. Maybe you could review it again 
before you submit your essay. (DCT 1/JEL/U) 

The other possibility in directly criticizing H is by 

using a statement of difficulty. In the example above, S states 

that she is difficult to understand the point of the essay. 

Moreover, she uses combination strategy in performing her 
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criticizing act. She uses negative evaluation in the first 

sentence, following with statement of difficulty, and also 

uses indirect criticism in the last sentence (advice of change). 

b) Indirect Criticism 

This research found many indirect criticisms although 

the type of the condition is still giving criticism for equal and 

close in familiarity. It might to make H comfortable as 

Javanese people will feel hesitate to convey criticism that 

trigger offensiveness. 

(5) Why don't you re-read this? It will be wonderful if you 
can improve some parts in your essay... (DCT 1/JEL/A) 

(6) I think, you should change this essay then, or maybe you 
can revise this and that in order to be a better essay… 
(DCT 1/JEL/D) 

(7) Please, check (your work) again, Buddy. (DCT 1/JEL/G) 

(8) I think you need to do more for your essay, there are 
many mistakes here. (DCT 1/JEL/H) 

In sentence (5) the respondent uses suggestion of 

change strategy as the way in criticizing H. The use of 

phrases “why don’t you…” and “it will be wonderful…” 

indicates the act of criticizing in suggestion of change 

strategy. The speakers suggest H to change the essay to be a 

better one. It is different with the next statement in (6) where 

the speaker uses “S + should …” that indicate the use of 
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advice of change strategy. Moreover, she also uses “S + can 

…” expression in the next sentence to suggest H to do 

something. So, it can be seen that she also uses suggesting or 

suggestion of change strategy. 

c) Combination Strategy 

In the example below, the participant uses two 

strategies, advice for change strategy and statement of 

problem strategy. The use of advice for change strategy 

(indirect criticism) seen from the use of modal verb 

“should”. The use of the next strategy (direct criticism) 

indicates from the statement that she found some mistakes in 

the hearer’s essay. 

(9) I think you should recheck and revise your essay before 
submit it to the lecturer. I found some errors words and 
ambiguous sentences. (DCT 1/JEL/C) 

Here is the chart of the use of direct and indirect 

criticism in the first situation (close – equal). 
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Chart 4.1 The Use of Criticism in DCT 1 by Native Javanese 

 

Chart 4.1 shows the frequencies of the use of criticism to 

the close-equal persons. The table shows that speakers mostly 

used combination strategies (56%), and the second strategy 

mostly used was indirect strategy (33%).  Direct strategies 

(11%) were used the least often.  

2) Situation Two/ DCT 2 (Close-Higher) 

The further condition that studied by the writer is higher 

in status and close in relationship between students and their 

lecturers. Here the speakers (students) intend to criticize their 

lecturers when using mobile phone in class. It is emphasized 

here that the relationship between S (student) and H (lecturer) is 

close. 
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a)  Direct Criticism 

One of the ways in conveying criticism for this type 

of situation is using negative evaluation strategy such in the 

sample sentence below:  

(10) Sir, it is not good idea to use mobile phone while 
teaching in the class.(DCT 2/JEL/I) 

Giving negative evaluation directly is thought to be 

inappropriate for some people if they talk to the others that 

are older and have higher position such like a lecturer. But, in 

this case, the respondent takes upon to say via this strategy 

because he has close relationship to H. The writer only found 

few expressions using this strategy. Most of the expression 

used is using indirect criticism strategies. Here are the other 

sentences that also performed using direct criticism:  

(11) Mas/Mbak.. You said we can’t use phone during class, 
but you used it today. Atulah! Do what you say, please! 
(DCT 2/JEL/ M) 

In the expression in (10), the speaker directly 

criticizes H using statement of problem strategy. The 

problem stated by S is that H was using mobile phone during 

class. 
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b) Indirect Criticism 

It is the dominant strategy used by addresser in 

performing criticism for higher-close addressee. It comes to 

the reason that communicating with elder people and higher 

status ones should be as polite as possible. Though from the 

side of criticism there still many variation there, but 

performing criticism directly is recommended in Javanese. 

(12) I do apologize, Sir, the rule is for lecture as well that 
using mobile phone is prohibited during the class 
because it can disturb the teaching learning process. 
(DCT 2/JEL/D) 

(13) I'm sorry Sir; I want to know does the regulation also 
tie you? (DCT 2/JEL/F) 

(14) Sorry Sir, we will appreciate if you don’t use your 
phone in the class, thank you so much. (DCT 2/JEL/A) 
 

In sample sentence (11), the respondent uses 

indicating standard strategy to deliver her criticism. She also 

does not give other statement to strengthen the words. It is 

because she believed that the lecturer will understand what 

she meant immediately after she puts the lecturer in mind 

about the rule of using mobile phone. Whereas, in expression 

(12), the speaker uses asking strategy with the function as 

rhetorical question to raise Hs awareness of the 

inappropriateness of Hs choice, etc. (Nguyen, 2008:47). This 
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is rather strict compared to the other indirect strategy because 

this belongs to satire utterance. 

c) Combination Strategy 

(15) Excuse me, Sir... Sorry if I comment you... we know 
that there is (a) prohibition to use hp in learning 
activity, what you are doing is wrong...You used your 
hp in learning activity… If the students see it… They 
will follow you and they will break the adjustment... 
Thank you. (DCT 2/JEL/X) 

The expression above shows that the speaker uses 

more than one sentences, it means that she tends to make the 

criticizing art flow as soft as possible to make the hearer do 

not realize that he or she is being criticized.  First, she uses 

indicating standard strategy in the expression “we know that 

there is prohibition to used hp in learning activity”. It is used 

to open the communication with the addressee. Then, she 

starts to give her personal evaluation using negative 

evaluation strategy in the phrase “what you are doing is 

wrong”. After that, she continues the statement with “… you 

used your hp in learning activity...” that indicates statement 

of problem strategy. The last saying, she closes with 

consequences strategy in the last sentence “If the students see 

it… They will follow you and they will break the adjustment.” 

It can be seen that the speaker uses four kinds of strategy in 

criticizing and all of those are indirect, it shows how 
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criticizing is very crucial to be performed in among Javanese 

people. 

Chart 4.2 The Use of Criticism in DCT 2 by Native Javanese 

 

Chart 4.2 shows the frequencies of the use of criticism to the 

close-higher persons. The table shows that most of 

respondents (70,3%) used indirect way to perform criticism 

to close-higher persons. The second strategy used is 

combination of direct and indirect criticism (14,8%), and 

7,4% used the direct one. But there is still 7,4%  of the 

respondents choose to be quiet or give no response facing 

this situation. 

3) Situation Three/ DCT 3 (Close-Lower) 

The next situation is when the respondent put in the 

condition where one of her/his junior that also her/his roommate 

in the boarder often talk about others weaknesses including the 
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parents. The relationship between the speaker and the hearer is 

very close like sibling. This situation makes the speaker wants to 

criticize H. Some of the respondents use direct criticism while 

the others use indirect ones with various kinds of strategies. 

a)  Direct Criticism 

(16) It is not good for you to tell about people weaknesses,, 
(D) 

(17) Sorry, sister you have to know that you are wrong 
when you speak about your family and your friendship, 
it is better for you have to say good about them. (E) 

In the sample sentence (15), the speaker uses negative 

evaluation strategy to show that what the hearer said is not a 

good way to do. It is because the relationship between them is 

close enough so the speaker can say anything freely. It is almost 

the same with the second expression in (16) which the speaker 

also states “you have to know that you are wrong”. 

b) Indirect Criticism 

The use of indirect criticism in this type of situation is 

still varied although the position of the hearer is lower than the 

speaker and their relationship is very close. It is used as the 

implementation of Javanese value about the important of using 

polite words in communication. 
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(18) You have to look in many ways, not only from the bad 
side. (H) 

(19) In my opinion, everyone has weakness and strength. 
So, it will be better to not focus just on the weakness 
aspect. (K) 

In the type of using indirect criticism, the speaker in 

sentence (17) use demand for change strategy. It is seen from 

the use of modal verb “have to” that indicates a demanding 

statement. Whereas in the further sentence in (18), the speaker 

uses two kinds of indirect criticism; they are indicating standard 

strategy and suggestion of change strategy. The first strategy is 

seen from the words ”everyone has weakness and strength”. The 

second strategy is from the words “it will be better to …”. The 

speaker tries to give criticism via suggestion but begin with 

giving indicating standard. 

c) Combination Strategy 

(20) I think you make a wrong... if we always tell the 
negative side of people, we tell our negative side… So, 
start now, don't tells the negative side of people 
around you..OK? (DCT 4/JEL/X) 

In the sample sentence above, the respondent uses three 

strategies; negative evaluation strategy, consequences 

strategy and request for change strategy. Negative evaluation 

seen from the saying “you make a wrong” (means “you are 

mistaken”) and consequences strategy lies on the words “if 
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we always tell the negative side of people, we tell our 

negative side…”. Whereas, the use of indirect criticism 

(request of change strategy) found in the last sentence that 

use words “dont tell…”. 

Chart 4.3 The Use of Criticism in DCT 3 by Native Javanese 

  

Chart 4.3 shows the frequencies of the use of criticism to the 

close-lower hearers. The chart shows that in criticizing close-

lower hearers, most of speakers (81,5%) used direct 

utterances. As the second strategy, only 11,1% of them used 

indirect criticism,  and the rest of them (7,4%) used the 

combination of direct and indirect criticism. 

Overall, used of criticism to close hearer can be seen in the 

table below: 
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Chart 4.4 The Use of Criticism to Hearers in Close Relationship 

 

Chart 4.4 above shows that direct strategy mostly used in 

close-equal and close-lower hearers, indirect strategy mostly 

used in close-higher hearers, and combination strategy 

mostly used in close-lower hearers. The fourth condition 

where the speakers tend to keep silent (quiet) only happen in 

close-higher hearers.  

b. The Act of Criticizing by JEL for Unfamiliar in Familiarity 

(Higher, Equal, Lower) 

The second classification is the acts of criticism used by the 

speaker for unfamiliar persons. It includes three conditions; they are 

DCT 4, DCT 5, and DCT 6. 

1) Situation Four/ DCT 4 (Unfamiliar-Equal) 

This situation is raised from a student that follows a 

discussion forum which consists of several classes. There he/she 
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meets other student from another class always interrupting the 

other group members in the discussion when they convey their 

ideas. The speaker intends to give criticism toward that student. 

a)  Direct Criticism 

In this type of situation, the writer only found one 

utterance that uses direct criticism. Whereas, for the other 

respondents use indirect criticism. 

(21) Excuse me, you have your own turn but you keep 
interrupting someone who is conveying his or her 
opinion, please be patient and be polite, thank you,, 
(DCT 4/ JEL/D) 

In the bolded words above clearly shown that the 

speaker uses statement of problem strategy to criticize the 

hearer because she found that interrupting others in speaking 

is very impolite. Even though, she also gives additional 

utterance in the type of request of change strategy after that. 

It is implemented to make the hearer accept her criticism. 

b) Indirect Criticism 

As stated above that most of the respondents use 

indirect criticism in this type of situation, the strategy used 

are performed in various ways. The first type is shown in the 

sample sentence (20), where the speaker gives suggestion or 
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using suggestion of change strategy. She also gives additional 

explanation to make the words flow softly. 

(22) Excuse me, Mbak. I'm sure you can answer all the 
questions, but please give a chance to other because 
it's a discussion. We will share our thought then we can 
compile them and make the conclusion together. Is it 
oke? (DCT 4/JEL/M) 

(23) Excuse me, would you please listen while others are 
speaking? It's a forum discussion we should try to 
respect each other. Thank you (DCT 4/JEL/N) 

In the next sentence in (21), the speaker uses request 

of change strategy indicated from the use of structure “would 

you…?” It is also followed by explanation after the request to 

make the hearer more understand the situation. 

c) Combination Strategy 

It can be said that in delivering criticism, most of the 

respondents use combination strategy. But, they convey that 

in different sentences. 

(24) Excuse me... Sorry, I think when people said dont cut 
their speaking, it is impolite and didnt appreciate them, 
and I hope you didnt doing it again... Thank you. (DCT 
4/JEL/X) 

In the sentence above, the speaker gives criticism 

through three strategies. First, in the expression “I think when 

people said dont cut their speaking, it is impolite…”. This is 

included into indicating standard strategy and negative 
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evaluation strategy. The second strategy is using other hints 

strategy that is not mentioned by Nguyen, because it uses 

hope strategy. So, it can be concluded that the speaker 

combines direct and indirect criticism strategies in this 

situation. 

Chart 4.5 The Use of Criticism in Familiar-Equal by Native Javanese 

  

Chart 4.5 shows the frequencies of the use of 

criticism to the unfamiliar-equal persons. The table shows 

that speakers mostly used combination strategies (81,5%), 

and the second strategy mostly used was indirect strategy 

(11,1%).  Direct strategies (7,4%) were used the least often.   

2) Situation Five/ DCT 5 (Unfamiliar-Lower) 

The next research is focused on the fifth situation where 

the respondent as a lecturer is asked to be a jury in the inter-

classes competition. Here, the respondent should give criticism 
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toward a student who he/she have not met before, because the 

theme of the presentation is out of topic. 

a)  Direct Criticism 

(25) I appreciate your effort but your presentation is not 
appropriate with the theme. (DCT 5/JEL/J) 

(26) Your theme is not in line with our presentation theme, 
I will give you time to change it, if it is allowed by other 
judges. (DCT 5/JEL/P) 

 
The addresser in the expression above uses negative 

evaluation strategy to make the statement clear that the 

presentation is out of topic. It has a same meaning with the 

second sample sentence in (24) using structure “not in line” 

or not appropriate. 

b) Indirect Criticism 

The expression below is a short but very meaningful 

although it is delivered in indirect way. Here the speaker uses 

suggestion for change strategy with the structure “you can”.  

(27) Maybe next time you can pay attention on the 
required theme. (DCT 5/JEL/V) 

 
It is also interesting that this expression not only using 

indirect strategy, but it is also using words that imply certain 

message. The speaker not only asks the hearer to pay 

attention on the required theme, but he also criticizes H that 
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the essay is not appropriate with the theme. So, the function 

of this statement is not only to give suggestion but more to 

give criticism in a very indirect way. 

c) Combination Strategy 

It is almost the same with the previous DCT that most 

of the speakers use combination strategy. For instance: 

(28) Your presentation is out of topic! Dont you know the 
instructions? Next time if you do this again, I wont 
give you any point! (DCT 5/JEL/O)  

(29) Hum... I love the way you deliver your presentation. 
You clearly stated all the important points. However, I 
think you need to check the theme guideline carefully 
next time before you make the other presentation, coz I 
think your presentation is lil bit different from the 
theme... What do you think? (DCT 5/JEL/Q) 

In the sentence (26) the speaker frankly criticizes the 

hearer \\using statement of problem (direct criticism) in the 

first sentence, asking strategy (indirect criticism) in the 

second one, and if condition (if you… I will/wont…) in the 

last part that included into other hint in Nguyens taxonomy 

as this type do not mentioned in the other strategies. The 

structure of if condition used in this expression is used to 

make the hearer aware toward what the speaker said. 
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Chart 4.6 The Use of Criticism in Unfamiliar-Lower by Native Javanese 

 
 Chart 4.6 shows the frequencies of the use of 

criticism to the unfamiliar-lower persons. The table shows 

that speakers mostly used direct strategies (48,1%), and the 

second strategy mostly used was combination strategy 

(29,6%).  Indirect strategies (22,2%) were used the least 

often.   

3) Situation Six/ DCT 6 (Unfamiliar-Higher) 

The last situation discussed in this research is situation 

where the respondent as student meets a half-old lady with her 

crying child at the bus stop. The mother is angry to the child 

because he asks something that cannot be fulfilled by the mother 

and keeps on crying. She even pinches and tweaks the child’s 

ear. The speaker implies to criticize the woman and here are 

some statements from respondents: 
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a)  Direct Criticism 

In this situation where respondents meet someone 

who is unfamiliar and higher in position and older, it is 

difficult for them to convey criticism. Especially for Javanese 

who still hold Javanese values. But, here the writer still found 

some utterances from some respondents as the issue arisen is 

crucial (about the development of children) which make 

someone mostly should use criticism. 

(30) Maam I think that was not the right thing to do! (DCT 
6/JEL/V) 

(31) Sorry mom, I know that it’s not my business, but it is 
not good for your son's psycho if you do that. (DCT 
6/JEL/J) 

(32) Sorry, mom you are wrong when you are doing it 
because it can influences your son becomes naughty. 
It will be a bad impact for you in your future. (DCT 
6/JEL/E) 

Again, the categories that often used by most of the 

respondent are negative evaluation and statement of problem 

strategy. In the sentence (28), the speaker says “…that was 

not the right thing to do!”. The speaker directly points the 

fault made by the hearer using evaluative adjective “not the 

right thing to do”. This is also almost the same with the 

second sample sentence in (29) which uses adjective “not 

good” and in the third sentence (30) which uses adjective 

“wrong”.  For addition, the speaker also uses consequences 
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strategy in sentence (30) which explains that what the mother 

have done to her child has a consequence in the future. 

b) Indirect Criticism 

This is interesting found that most of the respondent 

use indirect criticism in performing criticizing act. They 

combine one to another strategy that asserted in the taxonomy 

of criticism act by Nguyen (2008). For example, in sentence 

(31) the addresser uses strategies request of change in the 

form of structure “would you …?” and imperative “dont …”. 

(33) Mom, would you please give your little son 
understanding how to ask something politely... Don’t 
make your son afraid of… (DCT 6/JEL/R) 

(34) Did she (child) ask for something, Jeng? Dont you 
think to give her another thing to catch her attention? 
What do you think? Will it work? Will it be better than 
getting angry? (DCT 6/JEL/S) 

Based on the sample sentence in (32) above, the 

speaker also uses asking strategy in several sentences. The 

point that should be note here, the speaker uses that strategy 

as the representation toward some other strategies. First, 

asking about condition to make sure about what should be 

said after this (found in the sentence “Did she (child) ask for 

something, Jeng?”). Second, asking as the representation of 

request strategy (a request to give the child another thing). 

Third, in the last sentence “Will it be better than getting 
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angry?” as the representation of suggestion of change 

strategy that commonly uses performative “it will be better 

if…”. 

c) Combination Strategy 

The next discussion is to explain about combination 

strategy in this sixth situation. Besides combining some 

strategies under direct or indirect taxonomy, the speakers also 

combine some strategy in direct and indirect criticism in one 

saying. 

(35) Mom, what you have done is not really good for the 
psychological of the child. It will not make the child 
become better but it will make the child become a 
naughty child in the future coz the child who got 
violation from his parent in the early ages sometimes 
make them do such a same thing to other like what 
her/his parents did to them. (DCT 6/JEL/U) 

 
First, the respondent uses negative evaluation strategy in the 

first sentence using adjective “not really good”. Second, she 

also uses consequences strategy in the second sentence. 

Third, the speaker uses indicating standard strategy in the 

expression “the child who got violation from his parent in the 

early ages sometimes make them do such a same thing to 

other like what her/his parents did to them.” So, it can be 
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concluded that the speaker uses two direct criticism strategies 

and one indirect criticism strategy. 

Chart 4.7 The Use of Criticism in Unfamiliar-Higher by Native Javanese  

 
Chart 4.7 shows the frequencies of the use of criticism 

to the unfamiliar-higher persons. The table shows that 

speakers mostly used indirect strategies (48,1%), and the 

following strategy mostly used was indirect strategy (29,6%).  

Direct strategies (14,8%) were used the least often.  In 

addition, there still 7,4% of the speakers tend to give no 

responses or quiet. 

2. The Act of Criticizing by Native Speaker of Javanese (NJ) 

In the discussion before, the writer investigates the use of 

criticizing act by JEL (Javanese EFL Students). For this part, the 

discussion is focused on the implementation of criticism by NJ (Native 

Speaker of Javanese). There are also six kinds of situations included into 

the questionnaires which should be answered by the respondents. The 
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situations provided are the same with the situations answered by JEL, but 

the respondents of NJ should answer in Javanese language. 

a. The Act of Criticizing by Native Speaker of Javanese (NJ) for 

Close in Familiarity (Higher, Equal, Lower) 

The use of criticizing act in Javanese is often influenced with 

Javanese values. They tend to speak as polite as possible to others. 

Javanese community will try to avoid in criticizing because this may 

break the values of sopan and santun. However, some respondents 

still use direct criticism as the familiarity among them is close so 

they will feel more comfortable to convey what they want to say 

with no hesitation. 

1) Situation One/ DCT 1 (Close-Equal) 

The situation of DCT One is for equal in familiarity and 

close in relationship with the role of speakers and hearers are 

students. The hearer wants the speaker to check his/her essay. 

Here the speaker found that the essay have not good or perfect at 

all. Here the participants (the speaker) convey their criticism 

about the essay to the hearer. 

a)  Direct Criticism 

The phrases that typed in bold below are using direct 

criticism strategy. The first sentence in (1) uses negative 
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evaluation strategy with the adjective “kurang apik” or "not 

good enough".   

(1) Sukneh nak garap sing tenanan, ki garapanmu kurang 
apik (DCT 1/NJ/A) 

(Next time- if-do seriously, this-your work is not good 
enough) 

(Next time, do (your essay) seriously; your work is not 
good enough)  

(2) Eh, essaymu koyone iseh ono sing salah sing nggon 
bagian iki. Menurutku mending mbok betulke sek. 
(DCT 1/NJ/E) 

(Eh, your essay- seems- there is something wrong in 
this part. I think it is better- you revise it first.) 

(Hey, it seems that there is something wrong in this 
part on your essay. I think that it is better for you to 
revise it first.) 

It is different in the second sentence above, where the 

speaker uses statement of problem strategy by using 

determiner “this” which indicates that the speaker pointing a 

specific problem in certain part of the essay. 

b) Indirect Criticism 

The respondents also use indirect way in performing 

criticizing acts although the relationship between the 

addresser and addressee is close. For example in the sentence 

(3) below:  

(3) Nek menurutku bagian iki luwih apik nek diganti 
ngene wae (DCT 1/NJ/F) 

(If- I think this part-is better- if- it is changed to be like 
this.) 
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(I think that this part is would be better if we change to 
be like this.) 

(4) Essay sing mok tulis ki jane wes apek buu.. Alangkah 
luweh apek neh tho, Mok wehi data sing lbh komplit 
neh.. ..mok inbuh2i ngno, Ben luwih akurat dan valid 
neh. (DCT 1/NJ/B) 

(Essay that you have been written- actually —is good 
already- (Bu), it would be better (tho) you put 
additional data- that is more complete… you give more 
addition… in order to be more accurate and valid…) 

(Actually your essay that you have written is already 
good, but it will be better if you put additional data so 
the essay will be more accurate and more valid.) 

The words “bagian iki luwih apik yen diganti ngene 

wae” using the phrase “luwih apik” or “to be better” if used 

in the sentence like in the sentence above, have similar 

meaning and function with expression “it would be better” in 

English, although the speaker did not use modal verb “will” 

to indicate future act. This function is similar with the second 

expression in (4) which also uses”alangkah luwih apik neh 

tho” which also has similar meaning with expression (3) 

before. As additional information, the style that used in every 

utterance might different based on the dialect and even the 

idiolect of the speaker. For example, the use of words “tho”, 

“ek”, etc. 
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Chart 4.8 The Use of Criticism in Close-Equal by Native Speaker of Javanese 

  

Chart 4.8 shows the frequencies of the use of criticism 

to the close-equal persons by native speaker of Javanese. The 

table shows that speakers mostly used combination strategies 

(50%), and the two other strategies used equally after it; 25% 

for direct strategy and 25% for indirect strategy. 

2) Situation Two/ DCT 2 (Close-Higher) 

It is the next situation where the relationship between 

respondent and hearer is close but they have different age and 

position. Most of the speaker use kromo ngoko or kromo alus as 

the way of respecting older persons. It is also found that mostly 

the utterances of criticism are conveyed indirectly.  

a)  Direct Criticism 

(5) Pak, menawi njenengan ngelampahi niku mboten sae. 
Amargi kan mpun enten peraturan mboten angsal 
ngangge HP nalika wonten kelas. (DCT 2/NJ/Y) 

Sir, if you do that- that is not good. Because (kan) there 
is a rule- it is not allowed to use mobile phone in class. 

(Sir, it is not good if you do that. It is because the rule 
(in this campus) says that it is not allowed using mobile 
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phone during class.) 

 

As explained above, the speakers mostly use language 

level in their utterances. But, it does not mean that they 

always deliver the criticism indirectly. For example in the 

expression (5) above, where the speaker as a student still uses 

negative evaluation strategy in criticizing the lecturers deed 

about  playing mobile phone in class.  

(6) Buk, menawi teng kelas ampun dolanan HP kiyambak, 
amargi rencang-rencang mboten narimo. (DCT 
2/NJ/S) 

(Mom, when-in class- do not playing hand phone- by 
you, because my friends (the other students) do not 
accept/agree.) 

(Mom, please dont use hand-phone when we have 
class, because the other students do not agree with 
that.) 

It also found that the speaker uses disagreement or 

statement of disagreement in this situation. She uses the 

phrase “mboten narimo” or “objection” as the form of 

disagreement. For Javanese, this statement might be regarded 

as too strict statement because of the use of this expression 

(objection). 

b) Indirect Criticism 

It is can be predicted that the speaker will use indirect 

criticism when they are faced to older and higher position 
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person. It is also proven in this type of situation where the 

students should criticize their lecturers. 

(7) Sms sakeng sinten toh pak?... Ayo lanjut pelajarane sek 
Pak. (DCT2/NJ/G) 

(Message from who, Sir?... Lets continue the lesson, 
Sir!) 

Visualizing that he has a close relationship with the 

lecturer, the speaker uses this expression. Although he uses 

indirect criticism in form of questioning strategy, it is very 

clear that he is criticizing the lecturer directly when the 

hearer performs the problem. After that, he also uses request 

strategy which is included into indirect criticism although he 

conveys it in ngoko or the lowest language level of Javanese. 

(8) Pak, ngapurane, menawa jenengan kepingin bukak HP 
mangkeh mawon yen pelajarane sampun rampungan 
nggeh, Pak. (DCT2/NJ/Q) 

(Sir, Im sorry, if you want to open your mobile phone, 
later when the class is finished, right Sir…) 

This statement also performed in request strategy but 

the speaker makes it smoother with politeness marker and 

request in the form of suggestion also, so the speaker will not 

directly feel that he is being commanded by the student. 

c) Combination Strategy 

Like the other expressions in the other situations, the 

use of combination strategy or mix strategy between direct 
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and indirect criticism is still found in this phenomenon. Some 

respondents take indirect first, while some others use direct 

criticism first. 

(9) Pak, turine mahasiswa mboten angsal mbeto HP, kok 
njenengan malah mbeto HP kiyambak? Marakke 
kecemburuan sosial niku, Pak. Wah, mboten sae. 
(DCT2/NJ/L) 

(Pak, it is said that we are not allowed to bring hand-
phone in class, then why do you bring your HP? It will 
leads to social envious, Sir. Well, it is not good.) 

Questioning is not always asking question. It is also 

occur in this expression in (9), where the speaker criticizes 

the hearer in the form of question but it has the function as 

reminder about what is should be done by H. she puts 

indicating standard strategy in the former of the question as 

indirect criticism strategy, and she continues by giving 

negative evaluation in the next sentence. 

Chart 4.9 The Use of Criticism in Close-Higher by Native Speaker of Javanese 
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Chart 4.9 shows the frequencies of the use of criticism 

to the close-higher persons by native speaker of Javanese. 

The table shows that speakers mostly used indirect strategies 

(56,7%), the second strategy used is combination (36,7%), 

and for the least one used is direct strategy (6,7%). 

3) Situation Three/ DCT 3 (Close-Lower) 

The next discussion of the writer’s investigation is the 

criticism used by the speakers in the third situation, which is 

between a student and his/her younger friend at the dormitory or 

board. Most of respondents use direct criticism strategies in their 

utterances. It is because they have the purpose to make the 

message can be received directly with no ambiguity.  

a)  Direct Criticism 

Here are the sample expressions used by the speakers 

who use direct criticism strategies: 

(10) Dek, seharuse yo ojo ngono kui, kowe yo ora apik nek 
ngono kui carane, mbok rubahen sikap iku lho, Dek. 
(DCT 3/NJ/P) 

(Sist/Bro, you must not be like that, it is not good for 
you if you do that, please change your attitude, Sist.) 

(11) Dik, yo ojo ngono to, ojo seneng ngrasani wong liyo, 
kuwi tindakan sing ala banget. (DCT3/NJ/T) 

Sist/Bro, dont be like that, ok… dont gossiping others, 
that is a very bad habit.  
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Both in the first expression (10) and the second one 

(11), the respondents uses negative evaluation strategy to 

deliver their criticism. The hearers will directly understand 

that he or she have done something wrong after the speakers 

criticize them using these expressions. Those expressions are 

indicated from the use of words “ora apik” and “ala 

banget”. It should be known that the sample expression 

above are categorized into combination strategy, but here the 

writer still discuss it in order to make the explanation clearer, 

b) Indirect Criticism 

For Javanese, delivering criticism is a hard thing to do, 

because some people believe it will break sopan and santun 

value. If it becomes a necessity, they will not only use 

politeness in their speaking, but also imply their criticism in a 

very careful way. This condition also applied in this 

condition in DCT 3. The speaker uses indirect strategies of 

criticizing act to minimize the offensiveness in the object of 

speaking (the hearer). 

(12) Yo ngene wae, dijikuk sisi positife wae, jenenge 
menungso kui mesti ana sisi kelebihan lan 
kekuranganne. Adewe ora usah ngurusi masalahe 
uwong, mending adewe instropeksi diri ae. 
(DCT3/NJ/AA) 
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(Ok listen; let’s be positive, every human will always 
have strength and weakness. We should not mind 
others problem. It is better for us to introspect 
ourselves.) 

(13) Yo… Nak menurutku sih koyo ngono-koyo ngono ki 
disikapi sing positif wae, kekurangane cah-cah ki 
digawe pelajaran wae, gen adewe dadi luwih apik. 
(DCT3/NJ/H) 

(Ya.. for me, the things like that-face it positively..) 

(For me, just face the things like that positively.) 

(14) Mbok ojo ngono, Dek. Kabeh menungso ki nduwe 
kekurangan masing-masing. (DCT3/NJ/J) 

(Dont be like that, Sista/Bro. All humans have their 
own weaknesses.) 

 

 As seen in the first utterance in (12), the speaker only 

uses suggestion in the form of request and continues with 

indicating standard strategy and suggestion of change 

strategy in her way of criticizing. The word “mending” or 

“to be better” indicates the use of suggestion of change 

strategy.  If the hearer can takes what Ss mean, then the 

criticism is reached. Whereas, if he/she just thinks that it is a 

general statement, then the message is missed. 

It is the same with the next sample in (13) where the 

speaker also states almost the same ideas with the former 

speaker. Here S also uses request of change strategy to 

convey the criticism. In the third expression (14), the 
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respondent uses request for change and indicating standard 

strategies. 

c) Combination Strategy 

Some speakers also use combination strategy between 

direct and indirect criticism to deliver the act of criticizing. 

For instance is the expression below. Firstly, the speaker uses 

indicating standard strategy. In the second sentence, she use 

indicating standard but she mixes it with negative evaluation 

strategy.  

(15) Eh, ngomongke wong ning mburi kui ora apik. Opo 
meneh nggomongke sing elek-elek tentang wong liyo 
kan durung mesti awakmu dewe luwih apik seko sing 
mbok omong-omongke mau. Mending koe ngurusi 
awakmu dewe ra usah ngurusi kejelekane wong 
liyo.(DCT3/NJ/E) 

(Hey, talking others behind them is not a good deed, 
especially talking about their weaknesses. You are not 
always better than people that you are gossiped. It is 
better for you to take care yourself and do not mind 
others weaknesses.) 

 

Although this sentence is a little bit like skating on thin 

ice, she still continue with the next sentence using request of 

change strategy in order to make the hearer really understand 

what should and what should not to do. 
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Chart 4.10 The Use of Criticism in Close-Lower by Native Speaker of 

Javanese 

 

 Chart 4.10 shows the frequencies of the use of 

criticism to the close-lower persons by native speaker of 

Javanese. The table shows that speakers mostly used indirect 

strategies (60%), the second strategy used is combination 

(33,3%), and for the least strategy used is direct strategy 

(6,7%). 

b. The Act of Criticizing by Native Speaker of Javanese (NJ) for 

Unfamiliar in Familiarity (Higher, Equal, Lower) 

Next explanation falls into the act of criticizing by native 

speaker of Javanese. The familiarity between the speaker and the 

hearer or addresser and addressee is unfamiliar, and the variations of 

situation are higher, equal, and lower. These situations provided are 

the same with the situation conducted for JEL (Javanese EFL 

Learners) although the respondents of NJ are more various. The 
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speakers are asked to visualize the situation as proposed in the 

questionnaire.  

1) Situation Four/ DCT 4 (Unfamiliar-Equal) 

This is the situation where the respondents meet 

unfamiliar equal person in a forum discussion. They should 

criticize the hearer for the disrespect manner of interrupting 

others talk. 

a)  Direct Criticism 

They are many forms of direct criticism found in this 

type of situation, including: 

(16) Mas, sampeyan ki mbok ojo ngawur nyelo omongane 
wong sing lagi pendapat. Nak pengen ngomong ngko 
ono wektune dewe. (DCT2/NJ/U) 

(Bro, you-please do not be mistaken by cutting others 
talk who still giving their argument, if you want to talk 
something, you have your own turn.) 

(17) Ngapunten ojo nyelah omongane wong mas, ben 
rampung sik ngko lik kowe sing genten ngomong. 
(DCT2/NJ/W) 

(Sorry, do not cut others talk, bro! Let him finish his 
argument, then you have your own turn.) 

 

What should be observed here is the use of direct 

criticism, which laid in the former sentence, when the speaker 

says in the bold words above, he states the problem of the 

hearer begin with negative evaluation. So, he instantly uses 
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two strategies of direct criticism; negative evaluation and 

statement of problem. Negative evaluation lies on the 

statement “ojo ngawur” and statement of problem seen on 

“nyelo omongane wong sing lagi (ber)pendapat”. It is the  

same as  the second expression in (17) where the addresser 

also uses statement of problem but in a  polite way. 

Actually the sample utterances above are using 

combination strategies between direct and indirect criticism, 

but here the writer intends to discuss in this part the direct 

ones. it is because most of the respondents use combination 

strategy in their utterances. 

b) Indirect Criticism 

They are many utterances from respondents that 

function as indirect strategies for this situation. In the sample 

sentences below in (18) and (19) the respondents use 

indicating standard strategy by telling the hearer that there he 

or she will have  his/her own turn to ask some questions or to 

give some arguments. The difference is that in the former 

expression in (18), the speaker continues the words by using 

request strategy that expressed in the use of words ”rungokke 

riyen…” or “listen first…”. 
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(18) Ngapunten nak ajeng tanglet mangkeh enten waktune 
mbak/mas, niku rungokke riyen sing nembe ngendikan. 
(DCT4/NJ/AB) 

(Sorry, if you want to ask something, there is a time 
later, listen first that person who is giving argument.) 

(19) Woi, ana wayahe takon! (DCT4/NJ/J) 

Hey, there will be a time to ask questions! /It is not the 
time to ask questions! 

(20) Mas/mbak.. Nyuwun sewu kepripun menawi si A/B ben 
saget ngrampungaken pendapatipun rumiyin saklajeng 
menawi sampun wonten kesempatan menyanggah 
njenengan saget ngutaraken pendapat.. (DCT4/NJ/D) 
(Bro/Sist, Im sorry, what if we let her/him to finish 

his/her argument first, then if there is any chance to 

take turn, you can give your argument.) 

(21) Mas/ Mbak, nuwun ngapunten, sakecanipun menawi 
badhe ngendhiko, kedah nunggu tiyang benten 
rampung ngendhiko.. (DCT4/NJ/F) 
(Bro/Sist, pardon me, it would be better if you want to 

say something, you must wait for others finishing their 

arguments.) 

It is different from the strategies used in the next 

samples in (20) and (21). In example (20), the speaker uses 

asking strategy that indicates from the use of word 

“kepripun…” or “how about…” and combines it with  

standard strategy by remembering that the hearer can give 

his/her arguments when his/her turn comes. In the sample 

sentence in (21), the addresser uses a suggestion of change 

strategy indicated  by the use of word “sekeconipun” or “it 
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would be better”; and it is combined with demand for change 

strategy by using modal “kedah” or “must”. 

c) Combination Strategy 
 

(22) Maaf yo mas/mbk.. nak misal pas konco liyo ngei 
pendapat kui dirungokke tekan rampung sek ngono 
pie? La kok koncone jek ngomong rung sido rampung 
malah diselono terus ki pie, kan ora siip ngono kui.. 
(DCT4/NJ/C) 
(Sorry Bro/Sist.. What if-when others extend their 

opinion-listen them until finish first? How come-when 

others have not finished their talks — on the contrary 

— (you) keep interrupting them? It is not great, isn’t 

it?) 

(23) Mas mbok ora motong pembicaraane wong, nak 
sampeyan nang posisi kono piye? (DCT4/NJ/S) 

(Bro, please do not cut others talk, what if you are in 
that position?) 

It is should be noted that in Javanese language, the coaxing 

particle “mbok” that has the same function with “lets” in 

English. So, the type of the sentence used by the speaker 

which has this particle are mostly in the form of request to 

perform request of change strategy. It is seen in the first 

sentence in (23) where the speaker also uses this particle; 

where she asks the hearer not to cut others talk. She also uses 

asking strategy in the end of the sentence. 
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Chart 4.11 The Use of Criticism in Unfamiliar-Equal by Native Speaker of 

Javanese 

 
Chart 4.11 shows the frequencies of the use of criticism to 

the unfamiliar-equal persons by native speaker of Javanese. 

The table shows that speakers mostly used indirect strategies 

(66,7%), the second strategy used is combination (30%), and 

for the least strategy used is direct strategy (3,3%). 

2) Situation Five/ DCT 5 (Unfamiliar-Lower) 

In this stage, the speakers need to criticize the 

respondents that are unfamiliar in familiarity and lower in age. 

The situation  is criticism  between  a teacher or lecturer and  a 

student. This is how a teacher criticizes his/her student’s essay. 

a)  Direct Criticism 

(24) Le materi seng mbok sampekno salah.. Judule ra 
kui... Sisok neh  nak melu lomba dicermati. Tak tunggu 
jo gae kecewe.. (DCT 5/NJ/G) 

Son, the material that you are presented is wrong… The 
title is not that…  next time you have to be careful if 
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you want to participate in the competition… I’m 
waiting for that, don’t make us disappointed. 

(25) Ngkosek mas, kui kok koyone materine kurang pas 
yo… jane materi lan presentasi apek, tapi sayang 
materine kurang pas karo ketentuane juri. (DCT 
5/NJ/K) 

Wait a minute, Bro. it seems that the material is not 
appropriate yet (inappropriate), right… Actually the 
material and the presentation are good, but 
unfortunately the material is not appropriate with the 
terms from the judges. 

 

In the example above, both of the speakers use negative 

evaluation strategy. The first sample sentence uses the 

adjective “salah” or “wrong”, and the second sample uses 

“kurang pas” or “inappropriate”. The first speaker also uses 

statement of problem strategy that is shown from the 

expression “Judule ra kui” or “The title is not that”. It is 

stating the problem that the title made by the hearer is wrong. 

b) Indirect Criticism 

(26) Wah pie kowe i? dibenakke neh kono! (DCT 5/NJ/J) 

(Well, how come you did this? Go revise it!) 

(27) Wingi pas sosialisasi po pengumuman lomba wingi 
teko pora mas/mbk? Nak reti kok materimu ora sesuai 
karo tema lombane? Opo pengumumane leh ora jelas... 
(DCT 5/NJ/C) 

(Yesterday, when the socialization or announcement 
about the competition was announced- did you come — 
or not? If you did, then why is your material not 
appropriate with the theme of this competition? Or was 
the announcement not clear enough?) 
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In the examples above, the speakers use various 

strategies. The former expression (26) uses asking strategy in 

the first sentence and request strategy in the second sentence. 

Whereas, the second expression in (27) also uses asking 

strategy in the first and second sentences, but she combine it 

with expression of uncertainty by saying “Opo pengumumane 

leh ora jelas...” to decrease the sense of being interrogated in 

the side of the hearer.  

c) Combination Strategy 

(28) Materi adek sampun sae, nanging tasih agak kirang 
menawi mlebet temanipun. Lain kali saget ditingkatke 
malih nggih. (DCT 5/NJ/D) 

(Your material is good, but it is rather not appropriate 
with the theme. Next time you can improve it, right?) 

 

It is shown that in the example above, the participant 

uses direct and indirect criticism. Firstly, she uses negative 

evaluation strategy by giving evaluative adjective with 

positive meaning in “materi adek samoun sae” plus negation 

in “nanging tasih agak kirang…”. In the next sentence, she 

uttered the criticism using request for change strategy to 

complete the evaluation as a judge of the competition. 
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Chart 4.12 The Use of Criticism in Unfamiliar-Lower by Native Speaker of 
Javanese 

 
Chart 4.12 shows the frequencies of the use of criticism 

to the unfamiliar-lower persons by native speaker of 

Javanese. The table shows that speakers mostly used 

combination strategies (46,7%), the second strategy used is 

indirect (30%), and for the least strategy used is direct 

strategy (23,3%). 

3) Situation Six/ DCT 6 (Unfamiliar-Higher) 

The last situation of the research comes to the condition 

where the speaker needs to criticize the older hearer that has 

unfamiliar relationship with him/her. This is when he/she meets 

an older middle aged woman who reprimands her child in the 

regular halt. 
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a)  Direct Criticism 

(29) Ngapunten nggeh, Buk. Menawi mendidik anak niku 
ampun kasar ngoten, mangkih timbal balike nggih ting 
njenengan piyambak. (DCT 5/NJ/M) 

(Im sorry, Mom. In educating the children, dont be rude 
like that, one day the impact will come to your own 
self.) 

(30) Sepurane buk, kirang sae nak dijeweri. Dipun 
ngendikani mawon. (DCT 5/NJ/O) 

(Sorry, Mom. It is not good enough to tweak his ear, 
just give him understanding.) 

 

In the example (29) above, the respondent gives 

negative evaluation to the hearer using adjective “kasar” or 

“rude”. She also continues with giving argument using 

consequence strategy about the impact of hearers’ choice.  It 

is also happened in the second sentence, where the 

respondent also uses negative evaluation strategy that is 

shown in the adjective phrase “kirang sae” or “not good 

enough”. 

b) Indirect Criticism 

(31) Wonten napa ta Bu? Kok putranipun rewel? Napa kula 
saget mbantu? Dek, napa kok nanges? (DCT 5/NJ/S) 

What’s the matter, Mom? Why is your child crying? 
Can I help you? My little brother, why do you cry? 

 
In the example above, the participant uses asking 

strategy to deliver her criticism toward the hearer. All of the 
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sentences she uttered are in the form of rhetorical questions 

to raise the hearers’ awareness about her mistake in taking 

care of the child. 

c) Combination Strategy 

(32) Bu, putrane ampun dijewer ngoten niku, mesakke, 
lagian geh mboten sae, disawang sanese juga, mgkeh 
putrane nek derek remen jewer rencangi pripun..(?) 
(DCT 5/NJ/C) 

Mom, don’t tweak your son like that, how pity he is… 
it is also not appropriate, as everyone else are also 
looking at you… One day, what if your children also do 
that to his friends? 

(33) Ngapunten, wonten napa Buk? Menawi putrane 
rewel, menawi tasih nangis ampun dijewer utawi 
dijiwit, mangkih ndak putranipun mbales nak mpun 
ageng. (DCT 5/NJ/W) 

Sorry. What happened, Mom? If your son is fussy, if he 
is still crying — don’t tweak his ear or pinch him, I’m 
afraid he will do it also when he grows up one day. 

In the expression (32) above, the participant gives her 

criticism using request for change strategy and asking 

strategy that indicated from the words “ampun” or “dont” 

and “pripun”or “how about”. She also uses direct criticism 

using negative evaluation strategy by using adjective 

“mboten sae” or “not good/not appropriate”. 

The second respondent in the expression in (33) 

delivers the criticism using asking strategy in the first 
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sentence, and she continues with giving consequence that 

may happen toward the hearer’s choice. 

Chart 4.13 The Use of Criticism in Unfamiliar-Higher by Native Speaker of 
Javanese 

  

Chart 4.13 shows the frequencies of the use of criticism 

to the unfamiliar-lower persons by native speaker of 

Javanese. The table shows that speakers mostly used 

combination strategies (46,7%) and indirect  strategies 

(46,7%), and direct strategy is used the least (6,7%). 

3. The Use of Mitigating Device by Respondents 

In addition to use criticizing strategies, the way the speakers soften 

their criticizing acts is by using mitigating device as proposed by House 

and Kaspers (1981). For the example is illustrated in the sentence below: 

(34) Hum... I love the way you deliver your presentation. You clearly 

stated all the important points. However, I think you need to check the 

theme guideline carefully next time before you make the other 

presentation, coz I think your presentation is little bit different from 

the theme... What do you think? (DCT 5/JEL/Q) 
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The speaker uses sweetener (as seen in the bolded sentence) before 

she deliver her criticism about the hearer’s presentation. This is one of the 

types of external mitigating device. The function of sweetener is used as 

compliments or positive remarks paid to H either before or after a criticism 

to compensate for the offensive ac as asserted in Taxonomy of Mitigating 

Devices by House and Kaspers (1981). 

a. The Use of Mitigating Device by Javanese EFL Learners 

In DCT 1, sweeteners (29,4%) and subjectivisers (26,5%) 

dominated the use of mitigating service. No respondents use steers as 

external mitigating services, and there are no modal, hedges, 

cajolers, and appealers found as internal mitigating services.  In 

addition, they use please (2 respondents) and apologizing forms (5 

respondents) to soften their utterances. 

In DCT 2, steers and interrogatives positioned in the first rate 

with 33,3%. It is combined with the use of apologizing forms (sorry, 

pardon me, I apologize, etc.). in external types, they did not use 

disarmers. In internal ones, they only used past tense (10%) and 

modal (1 respondents or 3,3%) in addition to interrogatives. 

Otherwise, they add please (3 respondents), apologizing forms (10 

respondents), thanking (2 respondents), and excuse (2 respondents) 

in their utterances. They are importance to be count and discussed 

because in the theory of criticism and mitigating device, these types 
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of words are not asserted. Whereas, Javanese people often use these 

words to soften their utterances in common conversation. 

Different in DCT 3, only steers that is used the most often (11 

respondents or 44%). There are only one respondent used sweetener, 

one respondent used disarmers, and 4 respondents use grounders 

from the group of external mitigating device. The rest of them only 

used past tense (4%), interrogative (12%), subjectivisers (12%), and 

appealers (8%) from the group of internal mitigating service. Almost 

the same with the first and second DCT, they also used please (2 

respondents) and sorry (1 respondent). 

In DCT 4, interrogative is the highest type of mitigating 

service used (35,7%). They also combined with the use of 

apologizing forms (sorry, pardon me, I apologize, etc.) 

Most of the respondents used sweeteners in DCT 5 (22,9%). 

The students chose using grounders (20,9%) to perform their 

criticism in DCT 6, but it also followed by apologizing forms 

(25,6%). 
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Table 4.3 The Mitigating Service used by Javanese EFL Learners 

N
o Types DCT 

1 % DC
T 2 % DCT 

3 % DCT 
4 % DCT 

5 % DCT 
6 % 

1 Steers 0 0 10 33,3 11 44 5 17,8 4 11,7 6 19,3 
2 Sweeteners 10 29,4 2 6,7 1 4 1 3,6 11 32,3 0 0 
3 Disarmers 1 2,9 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 Grounders 1 2,9 4 13,3 3 12 6 21,4 1 2,9 9 29 
5 Past tense 1 2,9 3 10 1 4 0 0 1 2,9 1 3,2 
6 Interrogative  2 5,8 10 33,3 3 12 10 35,7 4 11,7 7 22,6 
7 Modal 0 0 1 3,3 0 0 0 0 1 2,9 0 0 
8 Subjectivisers 9 26,5 0 0 3 12 2 7,1 6 17,6 2 6,4 
9 Downtowners 4 11,7 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5,9 4 12,9 
1
0 Hedges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1
1 Understaters 5 14,7 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 8,8 0 0 
1
2 Consultative 1 2,9 0 0 0 0 1 3,6 0 0 0 0 
1
3 Cajolers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1
4 Appealers 0 0 0 0 2 8 3 10,7 1 2,9 2 6,4 

 
Sum 34 100 30 100 25 

10
0 28 100 34 100 31 100 

              

 
Please 2 0 3 0 2 0 4 0 2 0 1 0 

 

Sorry/apologizes/p
ardon 5 0 10 0 1 0 8 0 8 0 11 0 

 
Thanking 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 

 
Excuse 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 
 

b. The Use of Mitigating Device by Native Javanese 

In DCT 1, external mitigating services that are used only 

sweeteners and disarmers. Steers and grounders are not used by the 

respondents. The most often used by them is understaters (32,3%) 

under internal group. As additional point, the writer found 2 

expressions that used apologizing words 
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In DCT 2, 50% respondents used grounders as their 

mitigating service in their criticizing act.  It followed by 

Interrogative in 30,7%. In this situation, the respondents only used 

four mitigating services including subjectivisers (1 expression) and 

understaters (1 expression). Here, they also used apologizing words 

17 times. 

A little bit different to previous conditions, in DCT 3 the 

respondents only used 3 mitigating service to soften their criticism. 

They are consist of 35,7% steers, 50% grounders, and 14,3% 

interrogative. 

Grounders take the first place in DCT 4 with 65,5% 

respondents used it to express the criticism. The other mitigating 

service used are steers (17,2%), interrogative (13,8%), and 

subjectivisers (1 expression or 3,4%). They still used apologizing 

words in this condition, where it found in 6 expressions. 

Most of respondents (41%) used grounders in their sentences 

in DCT 5. Then it followed by sweeteners and interrogative with 

23,5% for each, steers (5,8%), and subjectivisers (5,8%). The 

apologizing words found in 5 expressions. 

In DCT 6, the respondents used different strategy. 30% of 

them used interrogative, 25% for understaters, 20% for grounders, 
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10% for steers, and 5 % for sweeteners, disarmers, and downtowners 

(1 expression for each). There still found 13 expressions that are 

added with apologizing words. 

Table 4.4 The Mitigating Service used by Native Javanese 

 Types DC
T 1 % DC

T 2 % DC
T 3 % DC

T 4 % DC
T 5 % DC

T 6 % 

1 Steers 0 0 3 11,5 10 35,7 5 17,2 1 5,9 2 10 
2 Sweeteners 5 14,7 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 23,5 1 5 
3 Disarmers 6 17,6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 
4 Grounders 0 0 13 50 14 50 19 65,5 7 41,2 4 20 
5 Past tense 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 Interrogative  3 8,8 8 30,7 4 14,3 4 13,8 4 23,5 6 30 
7 Modal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 
Subjectiviser
s 5 14,7 1 3,8 0 0 1 3,4 1 5,9 0 0 

9 
Downtowner
s 2 5,9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 

10 Hedges 2 5,9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 Understaters 11 32,3 1 3,8 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 25 
12 Consultative 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 Cajolers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 Appealers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 SUM 34 100 26 100 28 100 29 100 17 100 20 
10
0 

              
 Please 0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
 

Sorry/apologiz
es/pardon 2 

 
17 

 
11 

 
6 

 
5 

 
13 

  Thanking 0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
  Excuse 0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
From the use of mitigating service in two groups, it can be 

concluded that Cajolers is the only mitigating service that is not used 

by the speakers. Instead of cajolers, hedges are also not used in JEL 

group. Whereas, past tense, modal, consultative, and appealers are 

the mitigating services that are not used in NJ group. The mitigating 
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service that is used the most often is grounders (81 expressions or 

24%) and interrogative (65 expressions or 19,3%).  

4. The Comparison of the Use of Criticizing Strategies by Native 

Javanese and Javanese EFL Learners 

As the main part of this study, the comparison of criticizing acts 

delivered by the Native Javanese (that use Javanese language) and 

Javanese EFL learners (that use English language) will be discussed 

briefly in this part. As the note that both native Javanese speakers and 

Javanese EFL learners are having the same background as Javanese 

people; but they have different background in educational field, where 

the Javanese EFL learners have learned English language. So, the other 

main point investigated here is  whether  there are some differences of 

the use of criticizing strategies from them or not. 

Here are the data results of the use of criticizing strategies between 

native Javanese and Javanese EFL learners: 

Table 4.5 Native Javanese Criticizing Act from the Directness Classification 

Type of 

Criticism 

DCT 1 
(Close – 

Equal) 

DCT 2 
(Close – 

Higher) 

DCT 3 
(Close – 

Lower) 

DCT 4 
(Unfamiliar 

– Equal) 

DCT 5 
Unfamilar 

– Lower) 

DCT 6 
(Unfamiliar 

– Higher) 

Direct 5 16,7% 2 6,7% 2 6,7% 1 3,3% 7 23,3% 2 6,7% 

Indirect 5 16,7% 17 56,7% 18 60% 20 66,7% 9 30% 14 46,7% 

Combination 20 66,7% 11 36,7% 10 33,3% 9 30% 14 46,7% 14 46,7% 
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Chart 4.14 Native Javanese Criticizing Act from the Directness Classification 

 

From the data above, it is shown that most of the data have the 

same result. In DCT 1, the most criticizing strategies used by the 

speakers (both NJ and JEL) are the combination strategies of direct and 

indirect criticizing acts. It is also occur in DCT 2, DCT 3, DCT 4, and 

DCT 6. Only in DCT 5 the difference occur, where the JEL speakers tend 

to use direct strategies to perform criticism to the unfamiliar lower 

hearers; whereas the native Javanese speakers still use combination 

strategy.  
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Table 4.6 Javanese EFL Learners’ Criticizing Act from the Directness 

Classification 

 

It is interesting to see that the difference occur in unfamiliar lower 

stage, not in other conditions. Most of the native Javanese still mix the 

use of the direct and indirect strategies, but the JEL speakers can only use 

the direct one. It is shown 48.15% or almost half of the respondents use 

this strategy. With the sum with the direct strategy used in the 

combination strategy, more than 70% of the speakers use direct way to 

convey criticism. This phenomenon arises because of some factors, and 

one of the factors is cultural background. The Javanese people tend to use 

indirect way in speaking in many situations. In this case, especially in 

expressing criticism, it becomes one of the hardest ways to do because 

commonly they will try to avoid criticizing others. Criticizing people 

may become a taboo deed remembering that this act will bring about a 

big risk in offending the hearers. 

Type of 

Criticism 

DCT 1 
(Close – 

Equal) 

DCT 2 
(Close – 

Higher) 

DCT 3 
(Close – 

Lower) 

DCT 4 
(Unfamiliar 

– Equal) 

DCT 5 
Unfamilar – 

Lower) 

DCT 6 
(Unfamiliar 

– Higher) 

Direct 3 11,1% 2 7,4% 3 11,1% 1 3,7% 13 48,15% 4 14,81% 

Indirect 9 33,3% 19 70,4% 22 81,5% 24 88,9% 6 22,22% 13 48,15% 

Combination 15 55,6% 5 18,5% 2 7,4% 2 7,4% 8 29,63% 8 29,63% 
(no answer/ 

quiet) - - 1 3,7% - - - - - - - - 
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Chart 4.15 Javanese EFL Learners’ Criticizing Act from the Directness 
Classification

 

Otherwise, it is found something different in this research. Most of 

the JEL speakers firmly use direct speech in criticizing unfamiliar and 

lower hearers. It may influenced by the cultural factor of English, where 

British and other English spoken countries have different way in 

expressing criticism, and they also may have different view in facing it. 

B. The Findings 

1.   Strategies of Criticism in Javanese EFL Learners 

Based on the theory of Criticism proposed by Nguyen (2008), 

there are two type of criticism including direct and indirect ones. For 

direct criticism, there are six kinds of expression of criticizing acts: 

negative evaluation, disapproval, expression of disagreement, statement 

of problem, statement of difficulty, and consequences. Whereas, there are 

eight types of criticism under indirect strategies including correction, 

indicating standard, demand for change, request for change, advice 
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about change, suggestion for change, expression  of uncertainty, and 

asking/presupposing.  The last one is other hint that may appear but 

cannot be included into all of the criticizing acts mentioned before.  

As seen in the table above, In DCT 1 (close-equal) the writer 

found 43 criticizing acts that consist of 10 negative evaluation, 5 

statement of problem, 1 correction, 6 demand for change, 4 request for 

change, 5 advice about change, 10 suggestion for change, 1 

asking/presupposing, and 1 other hint. It is very clear that from total 15 

strategies of criticizing acts, there only 9 types of them appear in this 

DCT. Other 6 strategies are not used by Javanese EFL learners in 

performing criticizing acts in this DCT (close and equal hearers). From 

all strategies, the dominant ones used are negative evaluation (23,3%) 

and suggestion for change (23,3%). For direct strategies, they only used 

negative evaluation and statement of problem (11,6%). Whereas, for 

indirect strategies, they use most of the strategies except two strategies, 

they are indicating standard and expression of uncertainty. The dominant 

strategies used in indirect criticism in addition to suggestion for change 

are demand for change (13,95%), request for change (9,3%), and advice 

about change (11,6%).   

The implementation of the use of criticizing act by JEL in DCT 2 

is a little bit different compare to DCT 1. Although the total number of 

acts found is almost the same, that is 44 expressions, but the strategies 
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used are different. Most of the respondents used indirect criticism, 

including 10 asking/presupposing (22,7%), 9 indicating standard 

(20,45%),  2 demand  for change (4,5%), and followed by  12 

expressions for suggestion for change, advice about change , and request 

for change which share the 4 expressions or about 9,1% for each of them. 

Here, they did not use correction or expression of uncertainty to perform 

criticism for close-higher hearers.  However, some of them also used 

direct strategies (although in the implementation they combined them 

with the indirect ones). it is found 5 expressions of statement of problem 

(11,36%), 4 negative evaluation (9%), and only 1 consequence (2,3%). 

No one use disapproval, expression of disagreement, and statement of 

difficulty like what occurred in DCT 1. 

In DCT 3, from the total number 46 expression of criticism 

conveyed to close-lower hearers, most of the respondents use indicating 

standard (21,7%) and request for change (21,7%). It seems that the 

respondents likely use those strategies because the hearers are younger 

than them. The other indirect strategies used are suggestion for change 

(10,8%), advice about change (8,7%), asking/presupposing (8,7%), 

demand for change (4,3%), and none of them use correction and 

expression of uncertainty. Whereas, for direct criticism, the strategies 

used consist of 10,8% of negative evaluation, 6,5% of statement of 

problem, and 2,1% or only 1 expression used consequences strategy. 
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Disapproval, expression of disagreement, and statement of difficulty are 

also not used in DCT 3. 

Different from the former DCT, in DCT 4 most of the respondents 

used request for change strategy (48,7%) to express their criticism to 

equal-unfamiliar hearers from total 39 expressions found. The condition 

make the speakers feel reluctant to express criticizing acts directly or to 

use other strategies; although some of them still use those other 

expression but no more than 11%.  The following strategies used are 

indicating standard and asking/presupposing but each of them only takes 

10,8% from all of the expression. 

The same condition in DCT 4 also similar to DCT 5, where almost 

half from total 33 expressions are used certain strategy; in this case the 

dominant strategy used is statement of problem (48,5%), followed by 

request for change that found in 5 expressions (15%). The speakers can 

directly express their criticizing acts using statement of problem because 

they might feel free to express their criticism to younger hearers although 

their relationship is not familiar. 

The last DCT has different result, where the relationship between 

the speaker and hearer is unfamiliar-higher (the hearers are older or have 

higher status). In this case, no dominant strategies used are over than 

20%. From 42 total expressions, 8 expressions used negative evaluation 
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strategy (19%) and other 8 expressions used suggestions for change 

(19%). Two respondents decided to give no response in this situation. 

Overall, it can be concluded that from the study of the use of 

criticizing acts by JEL here found that none of the respondents use the 

strategies of disapproval, statement of difficulty, and correction. The 

other hint strategies found in DCT 1, DCT 2, DCT 4, and DCT 5 are 1 

expression, and 2 expressions in DCT 3. 

Table 4.1 The Strategies of Criticism used by Javanese EFL Learners (JEL) 

 
STRATEGIES OF 

CRITICISM 
DCT 

1 % DC
T 2 % DC

T 3 % DC
T 4 % DC

T 5 % DC
T 6 % 

1 Negative Evaluation 10 23.2 4 9 5 10.9 2 5.1 1 3 8 19 
2 Disapproval 0 0 

 
0 0 0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

3 
Expression of 
Dissagreement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.4 

4 Statement of Problem 5 11.6 5 11.4 3 6.6 2 5.1 16 48.5 0 0 
5 Statement of Difficuty 0 0 

 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 Consequences 0 0 1 2.3 1 2.2 0 0 0 0 7 16.7 
7 Correction 1 2.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 Indicating Standard 0 0 9 20.45 10 21.8 4 
10.2

5 0 0 3 7.15 
9 Demand for Change 6 13.9 2 4.5 2 4.3 3 7.7 3 9.1 0 0 
10 Request for Change 4 9.3 4 9.1 10 21.7 19 48.7 5 15.1 4 9.5 
11 Advice about Change 5 11.6 4 9.1 4 8.7 1 2.5 3 9.1 4 9.5 

12 
Suggestion for 
Change 10 23.2 4 9.1 5 10.9 2 5.1 1 3 8 19 

13 
Expression of 
Uncertainty 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.5 0 0 0 0 

14 Asking/Presupposing 1 2.3 10 22.7 4 8.7 4 10.2 3 9.1 7 16.7 
15 OTHER HINT 1 2.3 1 2.3 2 4.3 1 2.5 1 3 0 0 

 
SUM 43 100 44 100 46 100 39 100 33 100 42 100 
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2. Strategies of Criticism in Native Javanese 

Similar with previous discussion, in this section the data gathered 

from native Javanese speakers who criticize their interlocutors is also 

investigated using Nguyen’s theory.  The result shows some differences 

compared to criticism by JEL. The explanation is as follows. 

In DCT 1, the most strategy used is statement of problem (28%). 

Then it followed by negative evaluation (17,5%) ,suggestion for change 

(17,5%), request for change (14%), correction (8,7%), and expression of 

uncertainty (7%).  The rest respondents choose other strategies like seen 

on the table, but no one use indicating standard from indirect criticism. 

On the contrary, only 2 strategies used by them (from direct group) to 

express criticism for close-equal hearers. 

In DCT 2, the strategies used are more varied. Indicating standard 

has the highest rate in this situation, but it only holds 34,7% or 17 

occurrences from total 49.  The second place holds by request for change 

(16,3%) and followed by asking/presupposing (14,2%). The other 

strategies only have quantity less than 10% . There are 3 strategies that 

are not used in this situation, including disapproval, expression of 

uncertainty, and statement of difficulty. 

Continue to DCT 3, there is no significant number for certain 

strategy. The highest percentage hold by advice about change in 20,4% 
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or 11 occurrences. Then it followed by indicating standard and request 

for change in 18,5% for each. Negative evaluation stands in the fourth 

place, that is 12,9%. Again, disapproval, expression of disagreement, 

correction, and expression of uncertainty are not used in this situation. 

In DCT 4, request for change used most often compared to other 

strategies (26,5%). From 49 expressions, more than a half of them used 

indirect criticism. They only used 2 direct strategies; they are negative 

evaluation (8%) and statement of problem (16,3%).  

Different in DCT 5, the dominant strategy used is direct criticism 

with statement of problem (30,7%). Then it followed by indirect criticism 

with request of change strategy (21,1%). In DCT 6, it dominated with 

indirect strategy where 24% of the utterances used advice about change, 

and 20,7% of them are using request of change as the second place. 

Table 4.2 The Strategies of Criticism used by Javanese EFL 

Learners 

 
STRATEGIES OF 

CRITICISM 
DC
T 1 % DC

T 2 % DC
T 3 % DC

T 4 % DC
T 5 % 

D
C
T 
6 

% 

1 Negative Evaluation 10 17.5 2 4.1 7 12.9 4 8.2 8 15.4 6 
10.
3 

2 Disapproval 
 

0 0 0 0 0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 

3 
Expression of 
Disagreement 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 Statement of Problem 16 28.1 1 2 3 5.5 8 16.3 16 30.8 5 8.6 

5 
Statement of 
Difficulty 

 
0 0 0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 
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6 Consequences 0 0 2 4.1 3 5.5 0 0 0 0 7 
12.
1 

7 Correction 5 8.7 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 1.9 0 0 
8 Indicating Standard 0 0 17 34.7 10 18.5 7 14.3 1 1.9 1 1.7 
9 Demand for Change 1 1.7 2 4.1 0 0 0 0 1 1.9 0 0 
1
0 Request for Change 8 14 8 16.3 10 18.5 13 26.5 11 21.1 12 

20.
7 

1
1 Advice about Change 1 1.75 5 10.2 11 20.4 9 18.4 0 0 14 

24.
1 

1
2 

Suggestion for 
Change 10 17.5 2 4.1 6 11.1 4 8.1 4 7.7 7 

12.
1 

1
3 

Expression of 
Uncertainty 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3.8 0 0 

1
4 Asking/Presupposing 2 3.5 7 14.3 3 5.5 4 8.1 7 13.5 5 8.6 

              
 

OTHER HINT 0 0 1 2.1 1 1.8 0 0 1 1.9 1 1.7 

 
SUM 57 100 49 100 54 100 49 100 52 100 58 100 

 

C. Discussion of Research Findings 

The theory of criticism proposed by Nguyen in 2008 that become the 

base theory of this research is finally implemented both in the Native 

Javanese and Javanese EFL Learners respondents. The findings are varied as 

the background studies of them are different. It is also influenced by some 

factors, such as age and social relationship. But, the main influence that 

covers all of those differences lies on the culture background; that is the 

Javanese culture. The theory of criticism from Nguyen may ‘only’ become 

one of some factors in delivering  

It is why, in the further explanation, Javanese culture and Javanese 

language become the heart of this study. First, there are some differences of 

criticizing acts uttered by the native Javanese and Javanese EFL learners. 
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The other factor that brings up the different of this phenomenon is the 

background theory itself. The theory of criticism from Nguyen (2008) 

obviously has not covered all the possible ways in the expression of criticism, 

especially the expressions that occur in Javanese language. For example, the 

Javanese people (or Indonesian people also) tend to use apologizing words in 

speaking, moreover in criticizing others, because these will make the 

conversations flow softly to avoid the threatening act of others’ face in their 

speaking. The words are including sorry, pardon me, I’m sorry, and etc. 

Although some hedges has been discovered by Nguyen (2008) in her 

research, such as the expression of uncertainty, but the lexical words like I 

think that included into one of the way in softening criticism such explained 

by Riekkinen (2009)  becomes one of the categories that also have not 

covered by Nguyen. 

Riekkinen (2009, 4) clearly stated that one way of conveying 

interpersonal messages in spoken interaction is hedging. Hedging is a 

communicative strategy which enables speakers to, for example, soften the 

force of their utterances (Nikula in Riekkinen, 2007) in order to make them 

more acceptable to the interlocutor. Certain speech acts such as criticisms are 

often hedged because in an unhedged form they might sound threatening to 

the hearer and therefore be likely to be rejected. This becomes clear when 

considering the following examples of criticism: 

You are mistaken. 

I think you might be mistaken.  
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The second example contains two hedges: a lexical expression I think 

and a modal verb might. These words help to mitigate the content of the 

utterance thus making it less threatening to the hearer. 

In this case, there is no room in Nguyen’s category (2008) that 

explains about this kind of expression (hedges). Whereas, most of the 

respondents in writer’s project used this kind of words to express their 

criticism. It means that there still some expressions or hedges that have the 

function to perform indirect criticism are not mentioned by Nguyen’s in her 

categories; or in other words, the expressions of criticizing acts occurred in 

Javanese have some different compared to Nguyen’s. It might because the 

research conducted by Nguyen 2008) which entitled “Criticizing in an L2: 

Pragmatic Strategies Used by Vietnamese EFL Learners” is based on the 

Vietnamese people, that have large amount of differences in cultural side 

compare to Javanese people. 

In accomplishing the lack of category of Nguyen’s theory, the writer 

used the taxonomy of mitigating services proposed by House and Kaspers 

(1981). This theory explains the role of modifiers (including hedges) that are 

used in mitigating criticism. The taxonomy explains the categorizing of 

modifiers based on their relative locations within criticism. As each device 

has its own characteristics, the taxonomy divided into two main categories, 

they are external and internal. 
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From the investigation of this research, not all of the utterances used 

mitigating services. It might because the use of criticizing strategies by some 

of the respondents to deliver criticism is enough.  

There are some research that conducted in the same field with this 

research. Next discussion comes to the comparison of the research to previous 

studies. The research conducted by Anjarsari (2011) that focused on a movie 

as the object of the study also studies about criticism, but it has different 

points with the writer’s research. Inspite of the subject of study, Anjarsari 

focused o the politeness strategies in the use of criticism, In this research, she 

emphasized on the use of politeness strategies to extend and to respond 

criticism and the factors which influence the choice of the strategies. If it 

compared to the writer’s research here, Anjarsari did not research the types of 

criticism itself like what the writer did. She focused on the use of politeness 

strategy in criticism. It is also clearly seen that Anjarsari conducted the 

research with a movie as the object, whereas the writer focused on person 

(Javanese people). The similar research conducted by Karyasuta in 2015 that 

focus on movie and politeness strategy used in criticism. But here Karyasuta 

only focused on positive politeness.  

The further study from Yanti (2008) that observed the criticizing act 

in Minang, Indonesia, has a closer similarity to the writer’s research. This is a 

sociopragmatic study which studied how the speech act of criticizing is 

realized (in terms of directness and indirectness) among native speakers of 

Minangnese (in this case men and women). Of course, the different of the 
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study compare to the writer’s study laid on the case of men and women. 

Whereas, the similarity is on the focus of the directness and indirectness of 

criticizing strategy used by the respondents. If Yanti focused on the different 

between men and women, but the writer here focused on the implementation 

of criticism in English and Javanese language. 

Has the same origin with the research from Nguyen (2008), a research 

comes from Hoa in 2007, which also conducted in Vietnam. This paper report 

a cross-cultural study on criticizing behaviors by the Vietnamese and 

American people focusing on three aspects: the topics of critics, factors 

affecting criticizing behavior, and the frequency of criticism.  So, the focus of 

Hoa’s research is not on the types of criticizing strategies between 

Vietnamese and American people like what the writer done in this research, 

but he focused on the sociopragmatic aspects like Yanti’s. 

The further research that aims at finding the criticism strategy, 

hedging strategy, and politeness strategy used by Indonesian learners of 

English also conducted by Ardiyani (2014). The similarity between this study 

with the writer’s study is on the subject of the research, that is the EFL 

students. The other similarity of them is of course on the research on 

criticism. But, while Ardiyani focused not only on criticism but also hedging 

and politeness, the writer here focused on criticizing strategies only, but 

combines the investigation with the comparison the use of criticizing 

strategies between 2 languages, that are English and Javanese. 
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Similar study that also discussed about criticism and hedge is 

conducted by Riekkinen (2009). The objective of the study is focused on 

hedge itself, which has the purpose to soften the criticizing acts. They are (1) 

to see how the two groups use hedges when giving criticism in face-to-face 

situations, and (2) to see if there were any distinct features that characterized 

the way ELF-speakers used hedges as compared to the native speaker group. 

This research has similar subjects with the writer’s study; they are the EFL 

speakers and the native speakers. However, the writer do not focus on certain 

strategy of criticism like what Riekkinen’s, and not focused on the strategy to 

soften the criticizing acts, but purely focused on the strategies used by the 

speakers to perform criticism. 

The other research is probed by Victorina (2014) which investigates 

teachers’ politeness strategy in giving certain criticism and its reason to 

perform it by observing and interviewing six participants. As seen from the 

title, the focus of this research laid on the politeness strategy of criticism. The 

subject of the research is the teachers. So, the different between this study and 

the writer’s study is the object of the study. While Victorina focused on 

politeness strategy on criticism, the writer focused on the types of criticizing 

strategies and the comparison of the use of them in two languages. The object 

of the research also different, Victorina focused on teachers’ criticisms, while 

the writer focused on EFL learners and native Javanese people. Whereas, 

although the subject of the study is the same, that is about criticism; but 
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Victorina used theory in politeness, while the writer used criticizing strategies 

theory. 

Some expressions and hedges like sorry, I’m sorry, I think, have not 

covered by Nguyen in her theory of criticism. Those words are considered 

into another strategy of criticizing acts; especially in indirect criticism as 

those words have the function to soften the criticism. Especially in Javanese 

people, those words appeared many times in most criticizing acts. As 

mentioned before in the previous chapter that criticism is one of avoided 

expressions, so if they have to do it, then they should have some strategies to 

soften their words.  

The other types of expression that also functioned to soften the 

criticizing acts are such as requirement, irony, and satire are also not 

mentioned in Nguyen’s theory. Those kinds of expressions found in 

respondents’ sentence, for example: 

Your essay is already great, but let me help you to make it greater. 

(Irony) 

Sorry, Sir… We will appreciate if you don’t use your phone in the 

class, thank you so much. (Requirement) 

In the first sentence, the speaker says that the work is already great, 

but she still wants to revise it. Indeed, if the essay is truly great, she does not 

need to revise it. But, the real meaning of her utterance is different. The essay 

or the hearer still needs to be revised. It is still not good enough. But, the 
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speaker says that the work is already great as ironic words to soften the 

criticism. 

In the second sentence, the speaker uses requirement to express her 

criticism. She wants to criticize the hearer that is older and has higher 

position than her indirectly, so she uses the requiring words we will 

appreciate if + order/requirement. Indeed, the function of her expression here 

is not as a requirement, but as a criticism as the lecturer uses his phone in 

class. 
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